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PORTABLE BATTERY
WASH STATION 

CARNEY
BATTERY HANDLING

For all your portable battery washing needs, CBH’s portable battery wash 
station provides an efficient and cost effective way to quickly keep your 

batteries operating anywhere. The PBWS is outfitted with a 1700 PSI 
pressure washer & removable trash tray for convinient & easy cleaning. 
Extremely compact, the PBWS allows for drastically reduced downtime, 

creating more value for mobile service providers. 
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Portable Wash Station 
Features and Benefits

- Heavy duty stainless steel construction
The PBWS is durably built to last and 
composed of heavy duty stainless steel 

- Removable slide strips for easy access
Easily removable slide strips make for easy 
access to the battery for quicker washes

- Sump pump
Contructed of stainless steel, the sump pump 
easily lifts our for quick cleaning

- Removable trash screen
Fully removable waste screen makes for 
efficient cleaning

- PVC splash curtain 
Clear and removable PVC splash curtain for 
easy acces

- Removable top covers
Two detachable top covers prevent overspray

- Folding operator platforms
Compact standing platforms easily fold for 
stable and dry operation 

- Water holding tanks
Outfitted with two on-board 150 gallon holding 
tanks for maximum fluid storage

- Protected electrical outlets
Equipped with ground fault to protect 
operators from electric shock

- Integrated pressure washer
Including spray nozzle and brush, the pressure 
washer performs at up to 1600 PSI

- Wastewater discharge pump
A 1/2 HP wastewater discharge pump provides 
on-board water cycling
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Portable Wash Station 
DIMENSIONS
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Portable Wash Station
3D RENDERING

GENERAL SEPECIFICATIONS 

1 Overall length 87”

2 Overall width 57”

3 Overall height 62”

4 Total weight 854 lbs

5 Power requirements 120V/ @ 20 amps

6 PSI 1700

7 Total amp 120V/ @ 20 amps
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CBH_PBWS_NA_R003

Due to continuous product 
improvements, specifications are 
subject to change without notice.

Some systems and features shown may 
be optional at extra cost.

Model/Part Number Breakdown

Example: PBWS-XX

Series identification

Roller Bed (RB)
Slider Strip (SS)

PBWS XX

Removable slide strips 150 gallon on-board water tanks


